The Cob class has been designed by the caterpillars at Aman Setu School and built by a diverse team of volunteers. This is a product of love. We love Cob :)
but first, an important question..
Pah! let's just start with a blank page..
not blank for long though!
we dug all the mud out. look at all the heaps to jump on!
We threw rocks of all shapes and sizes in...
and filled the pits up!
my back’s a bit sore.
we built a platform using mud and stone. a fun jigsaw puzzle with giant pieces!
the puzzle took some time of course..
if you look closely, you’ll see that the cobbing has begun!
I asked them to vacate the frame just so that you could see what I was saying.
and the bamboo poles are up! naturally treated of course.
Hey who turned the lights out?
join-the-dots in bamboo.
there’s a hint of a room now!
2:45 am rain shower..
got drenched while trying
to tarp the wall up! fun!!!
after the rain has fallen...
cob wall meets a major hailstorm!! no problemo :)

we used truck tyres to create round windows
Ta daa!
tires out, window remains!
the bamboo roof progresses bamboo by bamboo
and a couple more bamboobos
We used woven bamboo mats as a roofing base.
and cardboard on top.. the windows grew eyebrows too!
One night the tree suddenly grew a light-fruit!
Later, a tarpaulin covers the cardboard.
After another layer of cardboard, there's mud on the roof!

Hi ma!!
natural paint trials, a ramp to the class and some flooring
And natural-a-painting!!
post a bit of makeup, the natural look!
ah, nearly done! only a bit of clearing up remains
woo-hooo!!